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With summer upon us, it is RumChata 
season. What more do you want than a 
delicious and refreshing drink that can be 
enjoyed by itself or mixed in a cocktail?

Founded in 2009, RumChata has been 
leading the cream liqueur category. Since 
its launch, RumChata annual sales top 
500,000 9L cases and it is the number one 
liquor brand on social media in the US 
with more than 335,000 Facebook fans, 
more than 17,600 Instagram followers and 
more than 35 million views of its YouTube 
channels which feature many delicious 
and creative recipes.

Inspired by Mexican horchata, RumChata 
is made with five-times distilled Caribbean 
rum, fresh dairy cream and a touch of 
cinnamon, vanilla, sugar and other secret 
flavors. This sweet and creamy liqueur is 
only 13.75% ABV and is also made with 
a third less butterfat than other cream 
liqueurs. 

RumChata is a year-round cream liqueur 
that can be enjoyed chilled by itself on 
the rocks or as a delicious, refreshing 
cocktail. It is especially ideal for the 
sunny and hot days of summer and can 
be enjoyed at the beach, by the pool, at 
backyard barbecues, on the patio and at 
outdoor bars.

RumChata’s versatility makes is appealing 
for both on-premise and off-premise. 
Consumers can purchase a bottle of 
RumChata and drink it chilled on the 
rocks or add it to coffee or root beer. 
On-premise, RumChata can 
be used to make fun, refreshing 
cocktails for the summer. 
RumChata effortlessly mixes 
into cocktails with spirits like 
bourbon, flavored whiskies 
and vodkas and other liqueurs.

RumChata Summer Cocktails
Written by Allison Levine

RUMCHATA STRAWBERRY COLADA
1 part RumChata
1 part Frozen Strawberries
1 part Piña Colada Mix
½ part Rum
1 part Ice
Blend until smooth and pour into tall glass.

RUMCHATA ICED COFFEE
1 part RumChata
3 parts Iced Coffee

RUMCHATA ROOT BEER FLOAT
1 part RumChata
3 parts A&W® or Dad's® Root Beer
Combine over ice in a tall glass. Careful: to 
avoid separation please pour root beer over ice 
first, then add RumChata to cooled root beer. 
A&W® or Dad's® root beer are recommended 
as they seem to separate less than other brands.
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